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Size matters: the prognostic implications of large and
small deletions of the derivative 9 chromosome in
chronic myeloid leukemia

Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) is
characterized by the formation of the
BCR-ABL fusion gene,1 usually a

direct consequence of a reciprocal transloca-
tion between chromosomes 9 and 22
(t(9;22)) to form the Philadelphia (Ph) chro-
mosome.2 The development of new fluores-
cence in situ hybridization (FISH) techniques3

identified unexpected deletions adjacent to
the translocation breakpoint on the deriva-
tive 9 chromosome (der(9)) in 10-15% of
CML patients.4 Subsequent studies demon-
strated that CML patients who carry a der(9)
deletion progress more rapidly to blast crisis
and have a shorter survival than those with-
out a deletion.4-8 Furthermore, deletion status
is independent of, and more powerful than,
the Sokal and Hasford scoring systems for
predicting prognosis.5 A number of molecu-
lar mechanisms may be responsible for the
poor prognosis associated with der(9) dele-
tions. The simplest model invokes loss of
one or more tumor suppressor genes impor-
tant for disease evolution. The biological
consequences of a deletion could be a direct
effect of haploinsufficiency or be manifested
by one or more second hits affecting the
remaining normal allele(s).9 However, other
models also require consideration. Firstly,
der(9) deletions result in loss of ABL-BCR
expression although correlation of ABL-BCR
expression and disease outcome suggest that
this mechanism is not sufficient to explain
the prognostic significance of deletion sta-
tus.8,10,11 Secondly, BCR-ABL transcription
may be enhanced as a consequence of occult
rearrangements on the der(22) chromosome
that accompany the der(9) deletions.8

Thirdly, pre-existing genomic instability,
present within the target cell at the time of
the Ph translocation, may give rise both to
an increased probability of der(9) deletions
and also to more rapid disease progression.9

Most deletions are large and, if a critical tar-
get gene is located distant from the transloca-
tion breakpoint, the tumor suppressor gene
model predicts that patients with large dele-
tions, which include the critical gene(s),
would have a worse prognosis than patients
with small deletions. By contrast, the other
models would not predict a survival differ-
ence between patients carrying large or small
der(9) deletions. Detailed FISH mapping to
determine deletion size was therefore under-
taken and the deletion size correlated with
clinical outcome in Ph-positive CML patients
carrying a der(9) deletion.

Design and Methods

Patients’ samples and FISH
Fixed cytogenetic preparations from cul-

tured bone marrow samples were obtained
from 69 Ph-positive CML patients carrying a
der(9) deletion diagnosed between 1990 and
2004. Clinical data for 43 of these patients
have previously been reported.8 Patients were
identified as carrying a der(9) deletion using
the Vysis Dual Color Dual Fusion Probe (D-
FISH)(Figure 1A). FISH was performed as
described previously.4 Patients were treated
with standard therapies (interferon-α and
hydroxyurea), and 50% received imatinib
mesylate. The patients were unselected for
stage of disease or type of therapy received.
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Deletions of the derivative 9 chromosome (der(9)) are associated with poor prognosis
in chronic myeloid leukemia (CML). Several models have been proposed to account for
this association. To distinguish between the various models we mapped the deletion
in 69 Philadelphia-positive CML patients carrying a der(9) deletion and compared the
size of the deletion with the patients’ outcome. Our results demonstrate that patients
with large deletions had a significantly worse survival than those with small deletions
whereas the outcome for patients with small deletions was similar to that of patients
lacking a deletion. These results support the tumor suppressor gene model for the
pathogenesis of der(9) deletions, argue against alternative models and provide insight
into candidate gene location.
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Statistical analysis
Survival curves were calculated with the Kaplan-

Meier method. Univariate comparisons were performed
with the log-rank test. Cox proportional hazards mod-
els were used for multivariate analysis. Patients who
died in chronic phase for reasons unrelated to CML and
bone marrow transplant recipients were censored at the
time of death or transplantation. All calculations were
performed with S-Plus v6.2 (Insightful Corporation,
Seattle, USA). 

Results and Discussion

Der(9) deletions in 69 CML patients were mapped
using six BAC/PACs, three on either side of the Ph
translocation breakpoint (Figure 1A). Fifty-three
patients had deletions of both chromosome 9 and 22
regions, 13 patients carried a deletion of chromosome 9
only and three patients carried a chromosome 22 dele-
tion only. The deletions were of variable sizes (33
patients with deletions <1.5 Mb; 36 patients with dele-
tions >1.5 Mb) and, with the exception of two patients
(patients I and III; Figure 1B), all were adjacent to and
spanned the translocation breakpoint on the der(9). Four
patients (patients I, II, III and IV; Figure 1B) showed a
non-contiguous deletion pattern (although all were
shown to carry a der(9) deletion using the Vysis D-FISH
probe), possibly reflecting an inversion event at the time
of the Ph translocation. In order to assess the possible
biological significance of the size and pattern of the
deletion, survival analysis was performed. Survival data
were available for 66 of the 69 patients, with a median
follow-up of 35 months (range 1-117 months). Patients
carrying a deletion of any two probes or fewer (n=17;
median survival, not reached) survived significantly
longer than patients with larger deletions, defined as
deletion of any three probes or more (n=49; median sur-
vival, 60 months; hazard ratio (HR), 2.8; 95% confi-
dence interval (CI), 1.2-6.7; p=0.02). In addition, our
data provide some insight into the location of a tumor
suppressor gene. Starting with deletions of only one
probe adjacent to the breakpoint, we performed step-
wise increments in deletion pattern and size in order to
identify the maximum deleted region that did not con-
fer a worse prognosis. Patients who carried a deletion
restricted to the region encompassed by probes B, C
and/or D (a region of approximately 1.4 Mb) (n=18;
Figure 1A) had a significantly better prognosis than
those patients whose deletion extended beyond this
region (centromeric of probe B and/or telomeric of
probe D)(n=48; HR, 2.8; 95% CI, 1.2-6.8; p=0.02; Figure
2). Furthermore, the Kaplan-Meier survival curve for
those patients with small deletions, encompassing
probes B, C and/or D only, is no different from that for
patients without a deletion (Figure 2) suggesting that
one or more putative tumor suppressor genes lie outside
this 1.4 Mb region. 

To ensure that the difference in survival between
patients with small and large deletions was not due to
confounding factors, we performed multivariate analy-
sis with age, sex and imatinib treatment as additional

variables. The effect of large deletions (involving probes
A, E or F) remained an independent predictor of poor
survival (p=0.02) after correction for these factors.
Specifically, patients with large deletions had poorer
survival independent of whether they received imatinib
or not.

Following interferon therapy, patients with a der(9)
deletion have a shorter survival compared to patients
without a deletion.5,7,12 The survival disadvantage
appears to reflect a shorter duration of chronic phase
and earlier disease progression. Since initial studies of
der(9) deletions were based on patients diagnosed prior
to the widespread use of imatinib,4-8 the prognostic use-

Figure 1. Summary of FISH mapping of der(9) deletions. (A) Five
bacterial artificial chromosomes (BAC) and one P1-derived artifi-
cial chromosome (PAC) were obtained from The Wellcome Trust
Sanger Institute. Probes were chosen to span an approximately 4
Mb region across the derivative 9 (der(9)) translocation breakpoint
in order to coincide with the area covered by FISH probes utilized
by Sinclair et al.4 The genomic map also shows the position of the
Vysis D-FISH probe; probe A, RP11-187B3; probe B, RP11-492E3;
probe C, RP11-57C19; probe D, RP11-444P20; probe E, KB-
1125A3; and probe F, RP5-930L11. (B) FISH mapping was per-
formed on the cohort of 69 Ph-positive CML patients, as previous-
ly described.4 The 3’ ends of probes A and B are 2.2 Mb and 1.2
Mb, respectively, from the breakpoint. The 5’ ends of probes E and
F are 0.5 Mb and 1.5 Mb, respectively, from the breakpoint.
Probes C and D lie immediately adjacent to the breakpoint. The
total number of patients with each particular deletion pattern is
shown along the top of the chart and the total number of patients
with any one probe deleted is shown on the right. Patients I, II, III
and IV represent individuals with a non-contiguous deletion pat-
tern. 
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fulness of the der(9) deletion in patients treated with
imatinib remains unclear. Two studies in imatinib-treat-
ed patients have reported no significant survival differ-
ence between patients with and without deletions.13,14

However, the median follow-up was short in both
cohorts. Given that imatinib prolongs progression-free
survival,15 the low death rate in these studies reduces
the probability of detecting any survival difference. For
example, the median follow-up of 352 patients ana-
lyzed by Quintas-Cardama et al. was only 28 months.14

We performed power calculations showing that this
study had only a 25-30% chance of detecting a survival
difference of the same magnitude as found in patients
not treated with imatinib.16 Moreover, using surrogates
for survival, Huntly et al.13 showed that progression-free
survival following initiation of imatinib was significant-
ly shorter for patients carrying deletions. Furthermore,
hematologic and major cytogenetic response rates were
significantly lower in patients carrying a deletion than
in those without a deletion. These data suggest that
deletion status may well influence disease progression
in patients on imatinib but longer follow-up data are
required. They also emphasize the importance of
assessing deletion status and potentially deletion size in
the context of large ongoing clinical trials.

Deletion studies performed to date used a number of
different probe systems although all demonstrated a
poorer prognosis for patients with a der(9) deletion.4-8

However, none of the probe systems utilized would be
able to discriminate between patients carrying a larger
deletion (poor prognosis) and those carrying a smaller
deletion (good prognosis) as defined in this paper.
Inclusion of a third probe equivalent to probe A into the

current D-FISH probe sets (e.g. Vysis D-FISH system)
would be able to distinguish between the two sub-
groups. Our data would predict that patients with a
deletion of either BCR and/or the new probe on the
der(9) would have a poorer prognosis. By contrast,
patients showing retention of both the new probe and
BCR, but with deletion of ABL, would be predicted to
have a good prognosis.

In addition to the clinical implications of the results
presented here, our findings provide insight into the
biology of CML progression. Our results demonstrate
that the most likely model for the prognostic signifi-
cance of der(9) deletions is the presence of a tumor sup-
pressor gene, since other models (e.g. loss of ABL-BCR
expression or general genomic instability) would not
predict any difference in survival between patients with
small and large deletions. Existing data do not allow us
to ascertain whether the putative tumor suppressor
gene(s) reside(s) on chromosome 9, 22 or both.
Deletions can be large (up to 25 Mb) and both regions
are gene rich, between them containing at least 300
genes.9 Our data demonstrate that deletions restricted
to probes B, C and/or D (encompassing a 1.4 Mb region
adjacent to and spanning the translocation breakpoint)
do not confer a worse prognosis, and therefore suggest
that candidate tumor suppressor gene(s) will be outside
this region. Mutation analysis of one such putative
tumor suppressor gene located between probes D and
E, hSNF5/INI1 (encoding a widely expressed compo-
nent of the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex)
revealed no mutations in 31 CML patients analyzed.17
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Figure 2. Kaplan-Meier survival curves of patients with small and
large deletions. Patients who carry a small deletion (only encom-
passing probes B, C and/or D; a region of approximately 1.4 Mb
in length)(n=18) have a significantly better prognosis than have
patients with a large deletion (involving probes A, E and/or F)
(n=48). The Kaplan-Meier curve for patients not carrying a dele-
tion is taken from Huntly et al.8 (n=132) and virtually overlies the
Kaplan-Meier curve for the good prognosis group. The cohort of
patients without a der(9) deletion was assessed using either the
Vysis D-FISH or Oncor D-FISH BCR-ABL detection system.5,8 The
proportion of patients that received imatinib was similar within
each group (non-deleted group, 40%; deleted group 50%).
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